
The Checklist



Preferred Loyalty Solutions offers truly integrated email and mobile marketing built right inside your 
account to establish relationships with your customers and bring them back more often. Todayʼs 
consumers are bombarded with messages and will only pay attention to RELEVANT communication 
which varies by every customer demographic imaginable. There are many advantages to integration, 
here are just a few…
 
1. Integration means you can query your database and create custom subscriber lists based on many 
    filters, including: transaction history, spending habits, frequency of visits, birthdays, anniversaries, 
    and more.  
 
2. Integration means automatic refresh of subscriber lists so you are not constantly tracking new 
    customers and trying to figure out where they belong. 

3. Integration enables you to seamlessly handle opt-outs and hard bounces with automatic updating 
    and synchronization of your customer database, including the option to deactivate cards 
    automatically for cardholder accounts with bad emails or mobile phone numbers. 

4. Integration means no more uploading, downloading, importing, exporting and a number of other 
    annoying and time consuming efforts. 

Integration means life and business is simpler and more effective. Running a business is difficult 
enough; we donʼt need added frustration from our loyalty program causing more work or added 
headaches. Letʼs take a closer look on the following slides…



Running Custom Database Queries and Reports 
Your Preferred Loyalty Solutions account includes access to a robust customer relationship system that 
gives you the ability to filter and isolate customer data accumulated during the cardholder activation 
process.   

Building a custom report is a simple, intuitive process that takes mere seconds to complete by clicking 
a series of radio dials on a single screen. You may query your own member database by age, gender, 
frequency of visits, days since last visit, dollars spent, and more. 



Once your custom report displays desired query criteria, the next step is to create your subscriber list by giving it a name.  

                        

Once your subscriber list(s) are created and set to auto-refresh, youʼre done creating lists. Your lists will update 
automatically each week. You can now use either Preferred Loyalty Solutions Email Marketing or Mobile Text Marketing 
modules to communicate directly with your customer database.

Set your subscriber list(s) on Auto Refresh and pull in  updates 
automatically based on changes in customer demographics, 
upcoming birthdays, spending history, and newly activated 
cards. And all without lifting a finger!

First Name Last Name Card ID Activated Reg. Date Email Gender League Status Visit Count Lifetime Sales ($)

1 Adam Miller 201005905 Yes 06/01/07 adam@yahoo.com M League 49 $1,414.00

2 Alexa Smith 301237012 No 09/10/08 alexa52@gmail.com F Casual 19 $440.80

3 Bill Newman 301000140 Yes 07/16/07 bnewman@aol.com M League 1 $50.00

4 Brooke Maack 201005920 Yes 04/10/10 brooke67@msn.com F League 15 $249.26

5 Dan Pogach 301336922 No 10/10/08 dan12@gmail.com M Casual 26 $1,923.54

6 Justin Souter 301000168 Yes 08/26/09 justin7@verizon.net M League 2 $8.00

7 Paul Cabano 202001234 Yes 06/01/10 paul@sbcglobal.net M League 37 $237.10

8 Robert Galik 301128950 Yes 05/24/08 rgalik10@msn.com M Casual 0 $0.00



Email has always been a great way to stay in touch with 
customers and continues to be effective. However, most 
email solutions focus more on ʻemail blastingʼ rather than 
truly integrated solutions to send relevant messages and 
offers to targeted demographics who have different needs 
and interests. Since SPAM and other issues have made 
customers wary, delivering relevant communication helps 
establish the loyalty bond with the customer which is vital 
in earning their business. 
 
Preferred Loyalty Solutions On Demand Integrated Email 
Solutions combines professionally designed, eye popping 
HTML emails with the highest deliverability rates and 
customer engagement. Our ʻbest in classʼ user friendly 
interface allows for powerful targeted campaigns to be 
created in seconds.
 
Third party companies (such as Constant Contact) are no 
longer needed since the email module is integrated into 
your Preferred Loyalty Solutions customer database 
Integration is not simply just a convenience; itʼs a 
necessary step in relevant communication to establish 
proper relationships. It just so happens that doing things 
right also makes them easier.  



Branding and first impressions are vitally important, not only for the professional look of your business, 
but for optimal deliverability. Thatʼs why we automatically load all types of professional designed 
templates covering various industry themes (e.g., corporate events, birthday parties, weekly specials, 
etc.) into your account. 

We even include sample editable text to give you ideas 
on what to say to your customers. All templates can 
easily be customized with your centerʼs logo and 
branding for nominal fees. 



Creating targeted email 
campaigns on your own is 
now a snap and can be 
accomplished within 
minutes.

Once you select a themed 
template and edit the copy, 
simply select your subscriber 
list(s) and schedule the 
campaign for delivery or 
send immediately. 

You can test and preview the 
template to see how it looks 
in your inbox with the click of 
a button.



Mobilizing Your Customer 
Loyalty Program 

We all know the power of mobile phones and 
the tremendous growth of smart phones, texting, 
and communication options. However, customers 
are even more protective of their mobile phones 
than they are of their INBOX. Irrelevant 
communications will not only be taboo, they may 
cause your entire text message solution to be shut 
down unless best practices are strictly adhered.
 
Integration is the answer to an effective and worry 
free mobile marketing strategy. The proper texting strategies deliver even higher ROI than email 
marketing. Boasting a whopping 95% open rate as compared to 20% for email, texting is by far the 
most cost effective and highest producing ROI enhancer to date, BUT, it must be done right.
 
Just like our integrated email solutions, the mobile text marketing module is built right into your 
Preferred Loyalty Solutions account that connects to your membership database. This integration 
means you can focus your time planning and running campaigns and not importing, exporting, and 
managing data between different systems and applications.      





There are 2 ways Preferred Loyalty Solutions helps clients collect mobile numbers:   

Method #1: Card Activation Process
Through the normal process of activating cards over www.PLSRewards.com, consumers are already 
asked to input their mobile numbers and opt-in preference to receive promotional text messages. This 
information is stored in your private database just like email addresses.   

PREFERRED LOYALTY SOLUTIONS CARD ACTIVATION FORMPREFERRED LOYALTY SOLUTIONS CARD ACTIVATION FORM
Card Number: 0000 30100 9999

First Name: Joe

Last Name: Smith

Email Address: joe.smith@comcast.net

Mobile Phone / Carrier:

Text Message Alerts: 

(201) 555-1234    Carrier:

✔  OPT-IN to receive exclusive offers and announcements via text message 
      to your mobile phone from Preferred Loyalty Solutions locations you 
      patronize. You can opt-out of receiving messages at any time.

See next slide for second method 





Creating a mobile marketing campaign is even simpler then email marketing. Just write copy for the 
campaign, select your subscriber list(s) and schedule the campaign for delivery or (send immediately).  
And voila!. Your customers receive messages direct to their mobile phone with your promotional 
message. Customers can even respond directly via text to reserve a party, activate a card, or get on 
a special invite list.   

Remember, just like Email Marketing the Mobile Marketing Module is integrated into your Preferred 
Loyalty Solutions database so youʼll enjoy all the advantages integration offers including: Automatic 
subscriber list updates, opt-out handling, and automated bounce management. Itʼs all about making 
things easier and convenient while driving higher ROI by following best practices.





Reduce Then Eliminate All Existing Advertising Expenses

One of the greatest benefits of Preferred Loyalty Solutions is that our entire program is usually FREE. Say 
what? Yes, Preferred Loyalty Solutions pays for itself multiple times over since itʼs not a NEW expense; it 
replaces other expenses which are less effective. For example, when you start valuing your customers by 
offering cash back rewards, they in turn spend more money and visit more 
frequently. Over time, you lessen the need to discount your products and 
services and can turn off the spigot of spending thousands for the privilege
to distribute an offer or coupon through the mail, radio or television. When 
you need to get the word out on a new offer or product, you simply 
communicate with your database with the press of a button for pennies 
on the dollar.       

Many of our clients have weaned their previous advertising expenses 
down to zero within 12 months of implementing Preferred Loyalty 
Solutions. Installing Preferred Loyalty Solutions takes your business 
OFF the roller coaster ride of higher expenses, difficult to track ROI, 
and paying in advance for coupons, print,or other traditional forms of 
advertising. We will teach you how to eliminate discounting and never 
lower prices again while customers thank you when paying full price.

Email and mobile subscription plans vary based on volume needs. Discounts 
are available for multi-location operators. Call your local Preferred Loyalty Solutions 
authorized agent today for details.  




